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Sawmills are very complex systems that involve many manufacturing

processes. The variability of their raw material adds further to this complexity as

each log has characteristics that determine its processing path. Therefore,

computer simulation is a very useful technique for analyzing sawmill performance.

This thesis describes a simulation computer model of the Warm Springs

Forest Products Industries sawmill. This model was implemented to improve

general sawmill manufacturing processes as well as to quantify the effect of

adding more small diameter timber into the mill's raw material log mix.

The WSFPI sawmill includes two primary process centers, the headrig for

processing large logs and the end-dogging log feeding system, or EDLF, for

processing smaller logs (less than 17"). The focus of this study is mainly on the

small-log side of the sawmill. For an analysis of the sawmill's large log

processing system, see "Using discrete-event simulation to study the influence of

log yard sorting on sawmill processing efficiency of small diameter timber" (Pinon

2005). The model was implemented using the Arena discrete-event simulation

software package. The influence of log characteristics such as diameter and length

was included in the model. The model also included simplifications of the real

system to facilitate the mill's simulation. Data was collected for different sawmill
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Results showed that downtimes had a significant influence on sawmill

production. Removing downtimes for the trimmer or the EDLF proved to

significantly increase production while the other machines' downtimes had no

significant influence on production.

Investigations into the effect of increasing the EDLF ' s processing speed

were also conducted and showed that for the current log distribution, increasing its

speed produced no significant increase in production. However, if more small-

diameter material were processed, a significant increase in production was

observed.

Increasing the gang edger's speed along with the EDLF's speed was also

investigated. A significant increase in production was observed but was limited by

the other machine centers that could not process the higher material flow

(unscrambler, trimmer, board-edger, and horizontal resaw).

Higher percentages of small diameter timber are expected as part of the

sawmill's future log supply. Simulation runs were conducted to estimate the

production loss due to this change, and they showed a significant decrease in

production. Those results suggest that machine center changes would be required

to offset the production lost from processing greater amounts of small diameter

timber.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Literature Review

Computer Simulation

The dictionary definition of simulation is to look or act like. Almost

everything done in engineering is simulation, engineers build models to predict

and understand the performance of all types of things, systems, and processes.

Computer simulated systems are generally cheaper to construct and test than

physical prototypes. In engineering practice, simulation has become the design

and creation of computer models on which numerical experiments can be

performed and thus imitate an actual or proposed s3tstem (Kim 2004). Computer

simulations are preferred over closed-form solutions because systems are too

complicated for such solutions and because an "approximate answer to an exact

problem is better than an exact answer to an approximate problem" (Kim 2004).

Computer simulation has many advantages including the ability to analyze

new production methods for their effect on important output variables, to compare

the performance of alternative systems, to identify and isolate bottlenecks, and to

perform sensitivity analysis on system variables (Wiedenbeck et al. 1994). (Kline

et al. 1992) stated that "computer simulation is an effective operations research

tool for analyzing whole manufacturing systems". It permits the thorough study of

possible solutions before actual costly modifications are implemented in a real

manufacturing system. Alternate processing technologies, management

techniques, and control strategies can also be studied in detail using computer

simulation (Kline et al. 1992).

The book "Simulation with Arena" (Kelton et al. 2003) was used during

this project as a reference for the simulation software Arena which was used to

create the simulation model. The book explains what simulation is and how to

apply it under different conditions, but it also provides examples on how to use

Arena for different situations.
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Sawmill Simulation

Sawmills are very complex systems that involve a lot of manufacturing

processes. In addition, the raw material is extremely variable. There are no two

logs that are the same. Each log has its own characteristics that will give a very

specific output. Simulation is, therefore, the most common technique for

modeling and analyzing sawmills (Randhawa et al. 1994). Virtually every popular

computer simulation language is object-oriented, as is the Arena model used for

the sawmill simulation described later in the thesis. This simplifies the model

building process because the mill can be viewed as an organization of distinct

objects (Kline et al. 1992).

An important aspect of those computer simulations is the optional animated

presentation of the simulation. The animation provides a real-time visual

representation of the sawmill model and provides the capability to stop the

simulation and observe model conditions at any time (Kline et al. 1992). This

animated simulation is also a very good tool for model validation. The "face"

validation method described by Wiedenbeck et al. involves discussing the model's

results and showing the model's animated simulation to people who know the

system well and have a good understanding of its components (Wiedenbeck et al.

1994). The model's validation is based on how well the animation and output

results of the model represent the real system (Kline et al. 1992). Also, "providing

a dynamic visual representation of the system is an efficient method to find a

problem as well as to find the cause of the problem" (Kline et al. 1992).

Moreover, the animation helps the user understand the model's output results and

build confidence in it (Kline et al. 1992). Simulation packages that include

graphics capability include SIMAN/ARENA, and ProModel which was used by

(Allen et al.) to implemented a case study of system simulation. Kline et al.

conducted a study using SIMAN/CINEMA as a tool to provide valuable

information to the management team of an hardwood sawmill (Kline et al. 1992).



Some simulations focus on the actual sawing process to increase lumber

yield. One of the most widely used is the Best Opening Face (BOF) program that

simulate the process of recovering dimension lumber from small-diameter, sound,

softwood logs, and is, therefore, designed for small-diameter, second growth

timber (Lewis 1985). BOF assumes that logs are simple, defect free truncated

cones.

Another study removed the assumption of logs only being truncated cones

and modeled curve sawing of logs with sweep (Ronnqvist et al. 1995). This

method uses coordinate transformations of the input data to transform the original

logs into unswept logs that can be "sawn" using the classic log sawing simulators

(Ronnqvist et al. 1995). Ronnqvist et al. used the sawing simulator AUTOSAW

(Todoroki 1997) and reconstructed log models to confirmed the benefits of curve

sawing technology (Ronnqvist et al. 1995).

A study by Todoroki et al. describes a model based on AUTOSAW that

links production with log sawing optimization while also taking the demands for

timber products of different quality into consideration (Todoroki et al. 2002). A

feature of Todoroki et al.'s model is that it uses dynamic product values such as

volumes and prices instead of static values as in most similar models (Todoroki et

al. 2002). The objective of Todoroki et al.'s study was to "maximize timber value

while satisfying customer demand" (Todoroki et al. 2002). Todoroki et al. found

that "a product controlled optimization system can potentially provide better

utilization of the log supply" (Todoroki et al. 2002). Fewer logs were needed to

satisfy customer demand, underproduction was eliminated and overproduction was

reduced as a consequence of using a product driven optimization system (Todoroki

et al. 2002).

3
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Sawmill simulation models can also be used to determine sawtimber

value and to allocate sawlogs to sawmill (Wagner et al. 1996). Micro-MSUSP

began as a linear programming model that was mill specific, but later versions

were discrete-event simulation software packages that were easier to use and

required no programming (Wagner et al. 1996). Wagner et al's model requires all

of the sawmill's detailed specifications such as the sawmill's layout, the machine

center processing speeds, and lumber and product prices (Wagner et al. 1996).

Once all the data is entered into Micro-MSUSP, simulation runs can be made with

logs of different diameters and grades to compare the profit margin and the volume

of the processed sawlogs (Wagner Ct al. 1996). A company's foresters can then

use those results to calculate bid prices for the purchase of timber (Wagner et al.

1996). By using this simulation program, the sawmills included in the study were

able to increase their profit margin by 3.3% ($5 million) thus proving the

effectiveness of simulation programs such as Micro-MSUSP (Wagner et al. 1996).

A study conducted by Reeb, shows an example of how a simulation model

can be used in a sawmill to help managers make a decision that was implemented

later on in the real sawmill. The objective of this study was to determine whether

or not the sawmill should add a third grader in their planner mill. The simulation

model was written in SLAM II and predicted a significant increase in revenue

when the third grader was added to the model. This made the management team

more confident when they choose to add a third grader (Reeb 2003).
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Small-diameter timber

The available timber for sawmills have decreased in diameter over the past

several years and this trend will more than likely continue. A number of studies

have been conducted on the potential utilization of small-diameter timber in the

current sawmill industry in western North America. In one study, the results

"showed that timber under 9 inches (23-cm) in diameter at breast height (DBH)

could not cover harvest and delivery costs and earn even a modest return on

investment (ROT) capital at sawmills in the region" (Wagner et al. 1998).

Although many factors must be considered when evaluating the breakeven point of

small-diameter timber, Wagner et al. found that the factors that had the greatest

impact were lumber production and lumber recovery (Wagner et al. 1998). While

smaller pieces are processed faster at most machine centers, the low volume per

piece for small diameter timber could not be offset by the faster processing speeds

(Wagner et al. 1998). Tn another study, the value of processed lumber from small-

diameter timber at a conventional stud-sawmill and at a modern high-speed, small-

log sawmill in the western United States was compared. The results showed that

"timber 9 inches dbh and under could not cover harvest and delivery costs and

earn even a modest (10%) ROT capital at the conventional stud sawmill and that

timber 7.5 in dbh and smaller had negative values. However using a 10% ROT

capital, the value of all sizes of timber at the modern, high-speed sawmill equaled

or exceeded harvest and delivery costs" (Wagner et al. 2000).

Stewart et al. conducted a study on the risk and feasibility of processing

small-diameter material in the U.S. West (Stewart et al. 2004). This study

compares the economic posibilities of using small-diameter material at a modern

high-speed, small-log curve sawing mill and at an existing, but retooled, random-

length sawmill (Stewart et al. 2004). Using a simulation model created with

MicroMSUSP (Wagner et al. 1996), Stewart et al. found that the modern sawmill

produced better results than retooling an existing sawmill (Stewart et al. 2004). A

possible reason for this outcome is the fact that the modern sawmill is more
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efficient than the existing sawmill (Stewart et al. 2004). This higher efficiency is

enough to offset the larger cost of building a new state-of-the-art sawmill (Stewart

et al. 2004).

Another study investigated the attributes of small-diameter timber for

meeting market demand (Wagner et al. 2002). Its objective was to "evaluate the

quality of structural lumber curve sawn from small-diameter, Douglas-fir logs that

contained varying amounts of sweep" (Wagner et al. 2002). It was concluded that

curve sawing technology could produce high-quality structural lumber (Wagner et

al. 2002).

Traceability in the sawmill's log yard

An important factor affecting the accuracy of a sawmill simulation model

is the data used to build the model. An important aspect of this model data is the

production path of individual logs from the log-yard to the end of the production

line. It is very useful to accurately trace log and material flow through the mill as

it provides valuable operational information and could result in the development of

an advanced raw material flow control system (Chiorescu et al. 2003; Chiorescu et

al. 2004). Almost 95% of the Swedish sawmills presort their logs and research has

been conducted to improve traceability using the fingerprint method, which is an

inexpensive non-destructive marking/reading technique (Chiorescu et al. 2003;

Chiorescu et al. 2004; Chiorescu et al. 2004). All three studies used existing

sawmill 2-axis log scanners or 3D log scanners to scan and sort the logs as soon as

they are unloaded. The first study was conducted with a 2-axis log scanner

coupled to a database, the timber data system (TDS), which is then searched by the

database search software, LogSearch, using a tree-decision search algorithm.

LogSearch uses seven of the measured features provided by the 2-axis log scanner:

Length, diameter, bumpiness, total taper, butt taper, bow, and ovality. The results

showed the fingerprint method provided individual log separation of 34%

(Chiorescu et al. 2003). A following study used a 3D log scanner to improve the
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accuracy of the fingerprint approach (Chiorescu et al. 2004). This study was

conducted in another sawmill where a 3D log scanner was used to conduct the

presorting of debarked logs in the log-yard. Another 3D log scanner was used to

scan the logs at the primary break-down center. The search software was also

improved and renamed TreeSearch. It uses only one parameter at a time when

searching the database, and therefore, if only one of the steps failed, the overall

search also failed. Consequently, MultivarSearch was developed to improve the

database search by searching with all the parameters at the same time. The

number of log parameters was also increased to nine and includes: Volume, length,

area minimum diameter (the area of the cross section which has the smallest

diameter along the scanned shape), middle diameter, log taper, top taper,

bumpiness, relative taper, and bow. The results from this study showed a

significant increase in the individual log recognition: 89% log recognition with the

MultivarSearch software versus 87% with TreeSearch. The influence of long

storage and climatic factors was also studied and the results showed that 86% of

the logs were identified with MultivarSearch versus 82% with TreeSearch after

two months of storage. The study also revealed that the accuracy of the fingerprint

approach is highly dependent on the accuracy of the equipment's measurement

(Chiorescu et al. 2004). A third study using the same type of 3D log scanner but

with more logs of two different species was performed on non-debarked logs to

determine bark's potential negative effect on the method (Chiorescu et al. 2004).

The logs were also tagged with radio frequency identification (RFID) tags

enabling automatic identification of the logs in a hostile environment such as a

sawmill. The number of search parameters provided by the 3D scanner was also

increased to 14 and include: Length, physical volume, top volume, minimum

diameter, middle diameter, maximum diameter, diagonal diameter, bow, mean

taper, butt taper, bow position, top ovality, top ovality angle, and middle ovality

angle. The MultivarSearch software was again used to search the database, which

produced a significantly lower recognition rate because the logs were not



debarked. Only 57% of the logs were identified in this study versus 89% in the

previous study. The fingerprint method appears to be a quite promising method

and should be further improved by using new technologies such as X-ray

technology (Chiorescu et al. 2004).

Nordmark investigated the use of a 3D scanner with and without

combining it with an X-ray scanner to predict board value from logs. The goal of

this study was to assess the accuracy of those predicted board values. Saw2003, a

Microsoft WindowsTM based sawing simulator was used to generate reports of the

sawing process. Prediction of board value based on measurements of the stems

using a 3D optical scanner with and without the X-ray LogScanner data were

calculated and compared. A small improvement in prediction accuracy occurred

when both types of data were used rather than only the optical data alone

(Nordmark et al. 2004).

8



Chapter 2 - Materials and Methods

Warm Springs Forest Product Industries Sawmill

The WSFPI sawmill is a big and complex installation that includes a log-

yard with multiple decks (multiple log piles based on species and log diameter), a

sawmill with two headrigs, dry kilns, a planer mill, storage buildings, and a

shipping department. This study's focus was developing a computer simulation

model of the sawmill and the flow from its two headrigs. They provide the

sawmill with two main processing areas producing separate lumber flows that

merge just before the trimmer. One area processes large diameter logs and is

referred to as the large side of the mill, while the other area processes small

diameter logs and is referred to as the small side. The model includes all the

process centers from the log bucking stations to the green lumber stacker that

terminates the sawmilling process (Figure 1). This mill has many different process

centers and a complex material flow. The sawmilling process starts with two

debarkers, each with its own bucking station. These provide material to each of

the headrigs. To simplify the computer model, log-bucking operations were

incorporated without modeling all the different process centers involved.

The large side contains three process centers: the headrig, the combination-

edger and the twin resaw. The large side headrig is a 6fi McDonough band mill

with a standard carriage system. The headrig operator cuts the logs for grade with

the assistance of a scanner for deciding log breakdown. Any side boards and cants

thinner than 8 inches are sent to the combination-edger. The combination-edger is

a McGehee combination-edger with 4 circular saws. Material over 8 inches in

thickness is sent to the twin-resaw. The twin-resaw is a Kockum Air Strain 6ft

band mill. A gate on the conveyor at the end of the big log side directs materials

that need further breakdown to the twin-resaw. The rest of the material is sent on

to the small-log side of the sawmill.

The small side is composed of 7 process centers: The headrig (End

Dogging Log Feeding system) that will be referred as the EDLF in the rest of this

9
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study, a board-edger, a horizontal resaw, a gang saw, a trimmer, a sorter, and a

stacker. The EDLF is a 6ft McDonough band mill with chipping side heads that

cut faces on the side boards thus reducing the amount of material to be processed

at the horizontal resaw. A scanner using several optical cameras scans the logs

coming from the infeed deck and deteiinines the best breakdown pattern for the

logs. That decision includes the size of the cant plus the number and size of any

side boards. The cants from the EDLF are sent directly to the gang edger, which is

a 12" Schurman double-arbor gang edger. The side boards from the EDLF are

diverted to a conveyor leading to the horizontal resaw. This conveyor has a gate

for directing material to the board edger if it doesn't require processing by the

horizontal resaw, which is a 6ft McDonough band mill. The horizontal resaw

operator not only decides how to process boards through his machine, he must also

decide if they should be sent directly to the board edger instead. The board-edger

is an USNR model with a 1 5OHP motor. Boards arrive at the board-edger from

several locations. They mainly come from the EDLF, the horizontal-resaw, the

gang edger, or the big side of the sawmill. However, some also reenter the mill

after exiting it because they require further processing. Before entering the board

edger, boards are scanned and sent to the horizontal resaw if they require re-

sawing, otherwise an edging solution is calculated and the board is sent to the

board edger. All the material from the large and the small sides merge on a

conveyor leading to the unscrambler where an operator decides whether to send

boards back to the board edger, to the chipper, or to the trimmer for sawing to final

length. Boards are scanned at the trimmer and solutions calculated to maximize

their value. Each board is automatically tracked and dropped into the proper drop-

sorter bin. If a board doesn't meet specifications, it is separated for possible

reprocessing. These boards are returned to the mill in batches onto the board-

edger infeed conveyor.
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Data collection

The data used to construct the model was collected mainly during the

summer of 2004. We first started by observing sawmill operations at the different

process centers in order to understand the lumber manufacturing processes used in

the WSFPI sawmill. We then developed a sawmill flow chart to better visualize

mill flow (Figure 1). The diagram was indispensable in identifying the mill's

decision points within its complicated material flow.

Once the flow chart was completed and verified, we collected data on the

different elements of the sawmill. Processing times for the various processing

centers were recorded as were the times material took to go from one process

center to the next one. Historical data from the sawmill's managers was also

compiled. An important piece of log-yard infoiiiiation was data for the different

log species used and their diameter classes. Table 1 of the appendices gives the

percentages of logs in each diameter category found in the log-yard. The available

log data represents six months worth of log supply for the sawmill. This data was

also normalized because not all the information was available for the big log

decks. This information was then used in the simulation model as input for the

diameter categories sawn on each headrig.

A sawmill test run (covered in a later section) was conducted on October
2nd 2004 to gather additional data. Each test log used was scaled, bucked, and

numbered before the test run. The EDLF processed 200 log segments, while the

large side headrig processed 40 log segments. The pieces for each segment were

then tracked throughout the sawmill. The segment number was recorded when it

went through a headrig, the log number and a letter denoting the process center

was written on a board each time it went through a process center. The markings

on each board were then recorded at the trimmer.
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Arena

Arena is simulation software for creating system models. The systems can

be facilities or processes that either exist or are in the planning phase (Kelton et al.

2003). Some examples are manufacturing plants, banks, airports, emergency

facilities, computer networks, fast-food restaurants, and supermarkets (Kelton et

al. 2003).

Arena is a Microsoft WindowsTM application and has an interface similar to

other applications based on this operating system (Kelton et al. 2003). The menu

bar includes the familiar file, edit, view, tools, arrange, object, run, window, and

help menus that are present in most other windows applications. The toolbar is

directly below the menu bar and displays icons for the different functions used in

Arena. The toolbar can easily be customized depending on the different needs of

the models. On the left-hand side of the Arena window, another menu bar

contains all the different basic module elements used to build models, such as the

create, process, and dispose modules.

Building a model starts by first creating its logic. The logic is built using

the left-hand toolbar modules by dragging and dropping them into Arena's model

window. The different modules are then linked together with dynamic connectors.

If the model becomes too big and too complex to easily understand and modify,

submodels can be created to reduce the complexity. Submodels are created using

the toolbar menu and are placed in the model window the same as other model

components. Submodels can then be connected to other model components.

An important feature of Arena is its ability to create a visual representation

of the model from its logic. The different machine centers or processes can be

animated in different states: idle, busy, inactive, and failed. Those states change

dynamically as the model runs and Arena uses different visual cues for each

individual state.

13
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WSFPI Sawmill Model

The Warm Springs Forest Products Industries sawmill model was built in

stages. Small models were first created to represent simplified parts of the system.

These were verified for their logic before the complexities of the entire mill were

included. The WSFPI sawmill model was created using the sawmill flow chart

shown in Figure 1.

Entities (logs) are first created with 2 "Create" modules representing the

infeeds of the two mills (Figure 2). The entity type, time between arrivals, and

entities per arrival are set in this module. We used a time between arrivals greater

than the headrig speeds to keep the infeed decks full. The "Create" module was

stopped if either headrig queue exceeded 200 entities. This was accomplished by

setting the number of entities per arrival to zero using a Boolean expression: if the

EDLF queue exceeded 200 entities, the entities per arrival was set to 0, and if it

was below 200, the entities per arrival was set to 1 (NQ(EDLF machine

center.Queue)<=200). When a headrig queue falls below 201 entities, the Boolean

expression returns a 1, and entities can be added to the queue, when a queue

contains more than 200 entities, the Boolean expression returns 0, and entities stop

being added.

Contnt JI5 Seconds
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The different process centers are modeled using the "Process" module

(Figure 3). In this module, a processing time is set, which can either be the same

for all entities, or set depending on entity properties. In our model, the processing

time for most of the process centers is a combination of both time components.

Each entity (log, segment, cant, or board) has its own set of processing times

associated with its characteristics (diameter, length...). Each process center also

has a time component independent of the entity but is related to a fixed scanning or

material handling time. These 2 different times are summed to find the total

processing time. Figure 3 shows an example of the expression used for the EDLF

process center processing time [EDLF + TRIA(7.5,8.5,9.5)]. The first part is the

entity dependent processing time and the second part is the process center

dependent processing time (in this case a triangular time distribution).
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"Process" modules are central to the simulation and require resources to

represent the machine in the model. In the previous example, the "Process"

module is the EDLF Machine Center and the resource is the EDLF. An example

of the EDLF "Resource" module dialog box is given in Figure 4. Two important

pieces of information needed for the "Resource" module are Type and Failures.

The type for the EDLF sets its operating schedule, which in our case includes 3

stops during a shift for two 15-minute breaks and one 30-minute lunch break. The

schedule for the different resources of the model can be found in the Model

Assumptions and Attributes section below. Resource failures produce

unscheduled stoppages for different machine centers. In our example, there are six

causes for failures (out of logs, saw change, small chipper failure, logs crossed,

EDLF failure, and fixing the EDLF slabs) that can make the EDLF stop operation.

Failures can be added, removed or modified to determine their effect on the

sawmill's production by comparing different model runs.

0.0 0.0
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Table 1. Uptime and downtime distributions
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The "Failure" module (Figure 5) needs both the uptime and downtime

distributions for the modeled failure. Those distributions were obtained using

Arena's input analyzer to fit historical failure data to various distributions (the

input analyzer is described in the "Methods for data analysis" section). Failure

distributions can be found in Table 1. Abbreviations for the various distributions

can be found in Table 43 of the appendix.

Failure name Up Time Down Time
Fixing EDLF Slabs 68+41 2*BETA(0.35 1,0.046) 3.5+LOGN(5.69,7.0l)

EDLF Failure -0.001 + 480*BETA(0.461,0.l75) 0.5+LOGN(9. 19,24.1)
Failure Gang -0.001 + GAMM(269,0.68) 0.999 + WEIB(8.81,0.827)

Log Xed 4 + 476*BETA(0.192,0.0596) I .5+WEIB(3.32,l .45)
Failure Trimmer 3 + GAMM(231,0.834) 1.5 + LOGN(12.1,13)
Failure Headrig 15 + 495*BETA(0.336,0.335) 4.5 + EXPO(9.3)

Failure Twin 100 + 410*BETA(0.702,0.l97) 5.5 + l0*BETA(0.766,0.683)
Failure ComboEdger -0.001 + 5l0*BETA(0.326,0.158) 4.5 + 33*BETA(0.383,1.25)
EDLF Saw Change TRIA( 3, 440 , 480) NORM(l0.l,l.27)

Failure Resaw -0.001 + 510*BETA(0.705,0.197) 5.5 + l0*BETA(0.766,0.683)
Failure Board-Edger 57 + 453*BETA(0.543,0.184) 7.5 + 28*BETA(0.372,0.259)

Gang saw Change 73 + 437*BETA(0.304,0.0477) POIS( 10.7)
Failure Sorter TRIA(3,500,5 10) 4.5 + EXPO(17.9)

Failure Big Chipper 70 + 440*BETA(0.834,0.207) 9.5 + 12*BETA(0.395,0.395)
Failure Small Chipper 6 + 504*BETA(0.285,0.0712) I .5+26*BETA(0.643,0.53)

Tipple Big Mill 70 + 440*BETA(0.181,0.019) 4.5 + 6*BETA(0.739,0.5l1)
75 inch Chipper 15 + 495*BETA(0.327,0.0382) 14.5 + 3l*BETA(0.249,0.358)

Out Of Logs 15 + 480*BETA(0.946,0.29) 0.5 + WEIB(14.7,0.97)
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The breakdown of logs and cants was modeled using arena's "Separate"

module (Figure 7). This module creates a specified number of new entities with

the same characteristics (diameter, length, etc) as the original entity. Since the

number of entities varies with the characteristics of the original entity (different

cant sizes will produce a different number of boards after processing), the number

of duplicates is tagged to the entity itself.

E. j
Dee
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The "Schedule" module (Figure 6) is fairly easy to configure and uses

either a calendar or a duration format. We chose the duration format where the

schedule is entered by setting the capacity of the resource to either 0 or I and the

duration for this capacity state. The capacity state 0 or 1 represents resource

availability, if it is set to 0, the resource is not available and nothing is processed,

and if it is set to 1, the resource is available and material can be processed. This

module can also be used to schedule the arrival of entities from the "Create"

module when the type is set to arrival instead of capacity. Figure 6 is an example

of the schedule used for the EDLF. The EDLF starts the day by running for 2

hours, which is represented by the first line (capacity 1, 8* 15 minutes), then the

EDLF stops for 15 minutes, which is represented by the second line (capacity 0,

I * I Sminutes). Such scheduled periods continue until the end of the day.
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Figure 7. Arena Separate Module (dialogue box and arena symbol)

Another important module used in the model was the "Decide" module

(Figure 8). This module directs the flow of material from a process center. For

example, the material from the headrig goes either to the twin resaw or to the

combination edger. The flow can be based on a percentage, for example 90% of

the materials goes to the first process center and 10% goes to the second process

center, or it can be conditionally based on an entity property, for example, if a

cant's thickness is less than or equal to 8 inches it will go to the combination

edger, and if the cant is thicker, it will go to the twin-resaw.

twin or combo?

0 Fëlse

Figure 8. Arena Decide Module (dialogue box and arena symbol)
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The "Record" module (Figure 10) is used to collect data on the simulation

model and is an important tool for debugging and verifying the model. This

module does not calculate statistics. It increments its value each time an entity

goes through it.
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afterEDLF

Figure 10. Arena Counter Module (dialogue box and arena symbol)
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Entity attributes have values that sometimes need to be changed

dynamically after going through a process center. The same is true for the

depiction of that entity. For example, entities arriving at the EDLF are depicted as

logs, but upon leaving the EDLF, they are depicted as either a cant or a board

depending on how they were processed. The "Assign" module (Figure 9) is used

to dynamically change the entity attributes.
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The bucking operation was simulated using a combination of modules.

The "Decide" module was used to separate incoming entities into diameter classes

by assigning them to diameter classes in the same proportion as those found in the

real sawmill's log-yard. The percentages for each diameter class are not entered

directly into the module, but instead, variables representing each diameter class are

used, which makes it easier to change percentage values when needed. Moreover,

the variables are necessary when using the process analyzer (described in the

"Methods for data analysis" section) to run the model with different diameter class

percentages. Entities exiting the "Decide" module are then duplicated in a

"Separate" module that represents the bucking process of cutting logs into

segments. An "Assign" module is the last one in the bucking submodel as it

assigns attributes to the log-segment entities (diameter, processing time, etc).

Since the bucking operation takes a significant amount of space due to the large

number of diameter classes, two submodels (Figure 11: submodel for the bucking

operation of the mill's small side, Log Cat represents the assignments of the

various diameter classes to each entity and Bucking Small represents the bucking

operation of the small side of the mill) were used to model the two bucking

operations and to simplify the rest of the model. The submodels contain all the

bucking logic making the entire model much easier to understand and verify.

s Log Cat + Bucking Small

Figure 11. Arena Submodel

As noted earlier, the visual representation of the model is an excellent tool

for demonstrating, debugging, validating and selling the simulation model. After

an error free model is created, the visual representation can be created based on the

model's logic. Transfer modules are added to build the model's visual

representation. There are many different transfer modules available to make the

animation appear realistic. For example, conveyors and transporters can be
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modeled using the "Conveyor" and "Transporter" modules. To keep the model

from becoming too complicated, only two basic transfer modules were used.

Therefore, the conveyors are not modeled in detail, but the paths that the different

materials take in the mill are modeled. The two modules used are the "Station"

and "Route" modules (Figure 12 and Figure 13). The "Station" module is used to

represent a physical location in the animation, for example, the EDLF and Gang

edger infeed decks. The "Route" module represents the movement time from one

process center to another. It also represents the physical connection used to link

locations together for the animation.
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Each machine in the sawmill is represented by a process center with an

attached queue. These queues are created as part of the model's logic and are

important for model animation. The animation can also include the different states

of a resource (idle, busy) that change dynamically as the model runs. This can

give a very good indication of the utilization of those resources or machines.

Display boxes showing variable values can also be added to the animation. These

make important parameters such as the total production, the number of logs

processed by the two headrigs, or the number of entities waiting in the queues easy

to see. Plots and histograms can also be created for any system variable. For

example, a graph of a resource's capacity can be created to verify schedule

accuracy. Pictures of the different machine centers can also be included in the

animation, which makes it easier for mill personnel not familiar with the model to

identify their sawmill. Figure 14 shows a portion of the WSFPI sawmill

animation.



Run time and break time
Run: 6:00am to 8:00am
Break: 8:00am to 8:15am
Run: 8:15am to 10:00am

Break: 10:00am to 10:30am

Break: 10:20am to 10:30am

Run: 10:30am to 12:30pm
Break: 12:30pm to 12:45pm
Run: 12:45pm to l4:3Opm
Run: 12:45pm to 14:OOpm
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Model Assumptions and attributes

Most of the small differences in behavior between the simulation model

and the actual mill are traceable to the assumptions used in building the model.

There are three reasons that simplifying assumptions were used: 1) the

simplification did not greatly affect model precision, 2) detailed performance data

for the sawmill was not available, and 3) the actual sawmill characteristics could

not be accurately modeled.

The simulation model includes the entire sawmill schedule for the different

machine centers, but the real sawmill's schedule often varies with current

operating conditions. The detailed schedule can be found in Table 2.

Table 2. Sawmill Schedule

Machine centers
All machines
All machines
All machines

All machines except board-edger, gang
edger and horizontal resaw

Board-edger, gang edger, and horizontal
resaw

All machines
All machines

All machines except EDLF
EDLF

The simulation models machine center queues so that when they exceed

acceptable limits they automatically shutdown the preceding machine center until

the queue is within acceptable limits. As an example, if the queue of the gang

edger exceeds 75 entities, the EDLF shuts down. Table 3 shows the queue

capacities used in the simulation model. These capacities may not fully model all

machine center surge areas, but they are adequate approximations of the real

sawmill conveyor queues.



Table 3. Maximum Queue Capacity

Queue location Maximum capacity
Combination edger 30
Twin resaw 20
Horizontal resaw 200
Gang saw 75
Board edger 500
Unscrambler 1 320
Trimmer 20
Sorter 5

Unscrambler 2 500
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The assumptions for log-segment breakdown are an important part of the

model since it will dictate the number of boards a log of a given diameter will

produce. Log-segment breakdown calculations assumed that the logs were round

and straight. Moreover, breakdown calculations assume a symmetrical breakdown

solution, and depending on the diameter class can produce 0, 2 or 4 side boards

from a log-segment. In reality, the actual sawmill scanner's solutions can produce

0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 side-boards solutions in order to optimize the value of the log

segment based on its shape. The theoretical calculations used in this model will,

therefore, produce a slightly higher number of boards than the real sawmill.

Ideally, this model could be coupled with additional software that calculates an

optimized breakdown solution based on log-segment characteristics. This solution

would then be used in the model to provide more accurate results. However for

the purpose of this study, the theoretical calculations developed were accurate

enough to identify actual sawmill trends from model modifications. Figure 15

shows an example of a breakdown solution that was calculated for a 16" log-

segment.
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Figure 15. Example of a breakdown solution for a 16" log-segment

Another important assumption was that there is only one breakdown

solution per log diameter class at the EDLF. Figure 16 shows all the breakdown

solutions for the different log diameter classes used in the model. The large-side

headrig breakdown is much more complicated since breakdown solutions depend

not only on the log diameter class but also on the characteristics of the log. If the

log's opened face is clear, more sideboards will be produced from that face, but if

its quality decreases, then the log will be rotated to the next best face. This means

that a good quality log will require more time to produce appearance grade boards,

but a low quality log will require less time to produce dimension lumber. To

incorporate this in the model, multiple breakdown solutions were considered for

each log diameter class cut by the large-side headrig Figure 17 shows all the log-

segment breakdown solutions for the headrig.

26
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Figure 16. Summary of breakdown solutions for the small side of the sawmill

Diameter (inch) Nb sideboards Cant size (inch) Nb cant boards

5 0 4 1-*

6 1 4 3-*

7 *2 4 *3
8 '2 - 6 -*3
9 4'2 '6
10 -* 5'2 -' 6

11 5-t-- '2 ---' 8 *

12 _t__- *5'2 ---' 8

13 * 6'2 '10
14 * 6'2 -'10

15 ----- '2 '6' 10

16 * 7'2 ' 12

17 -'---- 2 12 ----- ' 8

18 84 ' 12 '

19 '9'4 --'---- ' 12

20 ' 10'4 '12



Figure 17. Summary of breakdown solutions for the big side of the sawmill
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Table 5 and Table 6 show a summary of the entity attributes used by the

machine centers on the small-log side. Those attributes are assigned to the entity

at the very beginning of the process, and then the process centers and logic

modules determine the flow and processing times of the entity.

Table 5. Small log mill entity attributes (5" to 12" diameter classes)

29
Most of the machine centers process material at different speeds

depending on material size. Therefore, each diameter class has its own

characteristics that include a processing time associated with its class diameter.

Table 4 shows processing times for the entire small mill's machine centers. The

process centers' machine times were obtained using the feed rates and processing

speed characteristics of each machine.

Table 4. Total processing time for the small log machine centers

Entity attributes Diameter
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Cantsize 4 4 4 6 6 6 8 8

Nb sideboards 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
Thickness side boards 0 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 2"
Sideboards to HR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nbcantboards 1 3 3 3 4 5 5 5

Thickness cant board 2" 2" 2" 2" 2" 2,1" 2" 2"
Process timeEDLF(FPM) 300 300 300 300 300 250 250 250
Process time gang (FPM) 220 220 220 220 220 220 175 175
Process time BE (FPM) 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750
Process time HR (FPM) 325 325 325 325 325 250 250 250

Machine center Machine time (FPM) Handling time
EDLF 200 - 300 TRIA(7.5,8.5,9.5)
Gang edger 125 - 220 TRIA(8.4,8.8,9.2)
Board edger 750 TRIA(1.5,2.5,3.5)
Horizontal resaw 200 - 325 TRIA(4.6,5,5.4)



Table 6. Small log mill entity attributes (13" to 20" diameter classes)
30

In order to validate the model, the number of replication runs necessary to

produce accurate results needed to be determined. This was achieved by running

the model with different numbers of replications and then comparing the results.

Table 7 and Table 8 show the results that were obtained for all the replication runs

(50 to 1200 replications). Increasing the number of replications higher than 500

did not significantly improve the accuracy, but it did increase the standard

deviation. Therefore, 500 replications were used per run for this study.

Entity attributes
Diameter

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Cant size 10 10 10 12 12 12 12 12

Nb sideboards 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4
Thickness side boards 1" 2" 2" 2" 2" 1,2" 1,2" 2"
Sideboards to HR 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2

Nb cant boards 6 6 6 7 8 8 9 10

Thickness cant board 1,2" 2" 2" 2" 1,2" 2" 2" 1,2"
Process time EDLF (FPM) 250 250 250 200 200 200 200 200
Process time gang (FPM) 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125
Process time BE (FPM) 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750
Process time HR (FPM) 250 250 250 200 200 200 200 200

Number of replications



Table 7. Minimum and maximum number of boards in the sorter versus
the number of replications (CI = Confidence Interval)

Table 8. Average number of boards in the sorter, standard deviation, and
95% CI half-width versus the number of replications (CI = Confidence
Interval)
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Number of
replications

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

95% CI
minimum

value

95% CI
maximum

value

95% CI
half-width

50 13300 21100 18109 19091 491
100 13300 21500 18383 19017 317
150 13300 21500 18552 19048 248
200 10200 21500 18563 19037 237
250 10200 21500 18489 18911 211

300 10200 21500 18513 18887 187
400 10200 21500 18539 18861 161

500 10200 21800 18456 18744 144
600 8590 22400 18464 18736 136

700 8590 22000 18475 18725 125

800 8590 22300 18484 18716 116

900 8590 22300 18591 18809 109

1000 8590 22300 18496 18704 104

1200 8590 22300 18505 18695 95

Number of
replications

Average
Standard
deviation

0.95% CI
half-width

0.95% CI
half-width

50 18600 1730 491 2.64%
100 18700 1600 317 1.69%
150 18800 1540 248 1.32%
200 18800 1700 237 1.26%
250 18700 1690 211 1.13%
300 18700 1640 187 1.00%
400 18700 1640 161 0.86%
500 18600 1640 144 0.77 %
600 18600 1690 136 0.73%
700 18600 1680 125 0.67%
800 18600 1670 116 0.62%
900 18700 1660 109 0.58%
1000 18600 1670 104 0.56%
1200 18600 1670 95 0.51 %
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Model Validation

There are several model validation methods available. We used three

methods described by Wiedenbeck and Kline (1994). We used the predictive

validation method, which involves entering historical system data into the

simulation model and comparing the model's output with the real sawmill's

output. We also used the field test method by performing a test-run in the real

sawmill, running the model with the same input data, and then comparing the

results. Finally, we also performed a "face" validation by showing the model's

animation to the sawmill's managers and discussing its output accuracy with them.

Model validation was based on two performance measures. The first was

the piece count at the stacker, which is important because the model's theoretical

log breakdown needs to closely approximate that of the actual mill for the model

to be realistic. This makes using the same input (number of logs and diameters)

for both the model and the real sawmill critical, otherwise a comparison of their

piece counts is meaningless. Two different methods were used to verify the

model's piece count. The first compared the model's output with the mill's

historical output. This required data for typical production days (very low or high

production days were excluded) that included the number of logs processed by the

headrigs and the number of pieces produced. Using the log-yard's diameter

distribution and the number of logs processed, a comparison of the model's piece

count with the historical data showed reasonable agreement given the inherent

variability of the log-diameter mix and the sawmilling process itself.

A second test compared the model's piece count with that for the sawmill

test run. The model used the same number of logs with the same log attributes for

its log input as the logs used in the sawmill test run, Again, the piece counts for

the two were comparable. A detailed comparison between the model and the test

run can be found in Table 9. Both these comparisons validate the model's

capability to mimic the actual sawmill's throughput in terms of the number of



pieces processed. Some differences can be explained by the fact that the

sawmill ran much slower than usual during the test run resulting in better

performances than usual.

Table 9. Comparison between the test run and the model

The second performance measure used for model validation was the total

process time that the different operations needed to transform log segments into

boards. For this, we once again used historical sawmill data. This measure was

more difficult to validate due to the very high process variability. The model

includes the downtimes for all the different machine centers. The historical

downtimes were recorded by mill personnel on a daily basis. The downtime

distributions were obtained using different statistical software packages that fit

curve formulas to data sets. The mill data was far from being exact and proved to

be highly variable. Therefore, the validation of the time performance was not as

good as the piece count validation.
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Test run
Averages after 50

replications
Averages after
100 replications

Nb of segments that
went through the headrig

40 39.44 39.4

Nb of sideboards
produced by the Headrig

222 153 162

Nb ofBoards produced
by the Combo edger

466 459.3 459.63

Nb of segments that
went through the EDLF

200 200 200

Nb of cants produced by
the EDLF

200 200 200

Sideboards coming from
EDLF

390 384.6 383.10

Boards produced by the
gang 1031 840 835

Nb of boards in the
sorter

2118 1800.16 1802.17

Boards at green chain 74 73.5 74.59
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Table 10, Table 11, and Table 12 compare the real sawmill historical

values with the model values for production (number of boards in the sorter), and

for the number of log-segments processed by the headrig and the EDLF. This

allowed us to further verify that the model met both performance measures (total

processing time and piece count). Production values for the model are a little

higher than the values for the real sawmill. This difference was expected and can

be explained by a number of factors. First, the log breakdown patterns used by the

model are simple and assume that the logs are round and straight (the details of the

log breakdowns can be found in the "Model assumption and attributes" section).

Therefore, the log breakdown in the model produces a higher number of boards

than the real sawmill. It is not a big difference, but it is enough to contribute to the

difference between the model and the real sawmill. Another important factor is

the downtime distributions that were used in the model. Those distributions are

based on a small data set that is both highly variable and inaccurate. Therefore,

the model runs with fewer downtimes than the real sawmill. Once again, this

difference is fairly small, but when all the differences are added together, they

contribute to the overall disagreement between the model and the real sawmill.

Other smaller differences are present between the model and the real sawmill and

some are not included in the model for different reasons. Human error is one of

those differences not included because it is too variable and difficult to quantify to

be modeled accurately. An important fact to remember is, despite those

differences, that the model will still have the same trend as the real sawmill when

making model changes. For each scenario investigated, a 95% confidence interval

is provided for the different results and those intervals should be very close to that

expected in the real sawmill. Therefore, the model was considered valid based on

all those considerations and the accuracy necessary for the rest of the study. Table

10 and Table 11 show small differences for the board production and the number

of log-segments processed through the EDLF. Those differences were explained

and are acceptable. The differences between the model and the real sawmill for
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the large-side headrig shown in Table 12 are larger, however. Those differences

are not unexpected because the processing variability is much greater and depends

greatly on log diameter. The larger the diameter, the longer it will take to process

the log. The model uses oniy one average diameter, while in reality the average

diameter of the logs processed by the headrig varies greatly from one day to the

next. Moreover, the average log diameter for the data that was available is higher

than the average log diameter used in the model. A smaller average log diameter

will reduce the processing time at the headrig, thereby allowing it to process more

logs than that shown in the historical data. Another important difference is the

high variability of the processing time at the headrig. Very little data was

available, and the variation in processing time for a given log diameter class was

high. It was more difficult to model the large side of the sawmill and important

differences will remain. However, the sawmill's big side processes far fewer logs

and produces far less material than the sawmill's small side. Differences between

the model and the real sawmill will, therefore, have a much smaller impact on

sawmill production than differences at the sawmill's small side. Moreover, most

of the modifications tested with the model mainly concern the sawmill's small

side. Results of those changes should, therefore, not be influenced adversely by

the sawmill model's big-side inaccuracies. Those conclusions are based only on a

piece count basis and not a dollar value because the model is not accurate enough

to predict a dollar value for each log.



Table 10. Production comparison for the model and the real mill
(historical data) at the sorter

Table 11. Comparison between model and real mill (historical data) for the
log segments processed by the EDLF

Table 12. Comparison between model and real mill (historical data) for the
log segments processed by the headrig
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Model Real sawmill
Average 342 241

Standard deviation 18 85
Minimum value 232 130
Maximum value 377 381

95%CI 2 33
95% CI mm value 340 208
95% CI max value 344 275

Model Real sawmill
Average 2140 1863

Standard deviation 259 257
Minimumvalue 1130 1362
Maximum value 2670 2400

95% CI 23 97
95%Clminvalue 2117 1766
95%Clmaxvalue 2163 1959

Model Real sawmill
Average 18600 17571

Standard deviation 1640 2127
Minimum value 10200 11928
Maximum value 21800 22360

95% CI 144 643
95% Clmin value 18456 16928
95% Clmax value 18744 18215
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Future model improvements

The WSFPI simulation model we built was sufficiently accurate to

investigate the effect of changing log diameter mixes for the sawmill. However, a

number of areas could be improved to make the model more accurate and mimic

the real sawmill more closely. More data is needed to improve the model's

behavior. This data would also need to be more accurate, for example, the

downtime data, as presently recorded, is very variable and inaccurate. The

sawmill's personnel could install inexpensive, reliable, and easy to use devices to

collect machine downtime data providing more accurate input for the model. This

information would also be very valuable to the sawmill's managers.

Preliminary observations

Those observations resulted from observing the real sawmill in operation

as we developed the sawmill diagram and collected data. As mentioned earlier,

some sawmill data was not available or could not be collected. This data is not

only important for the simulation model but also for monitoring sawmill

parameters. Some sawmill changes might appear to be unproductive simply

because the data is so inaccurate. Improving data collection and monitoring inside

the sawmill would be one of the first sawmill modifications that should be

implemented. The unscrambler is a key location for sawmill operations and this

machine should be improved so it is faster and more reliable. Adding a scanner at

the unscrambler would also reduce the amount of material being over processed in

the mill. A scanner at the horizontal resaw would also improve its material

processing.
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Methods for data analysis

The "Input analyzer" is a statistical software program that comes as a

packaged with Arena. It is used to find statistical distributions that best describe a

data set. A list of distributions is displayed with their corresponding error square,

which indicates the distribution that best fits the data. This software uses the "Chi

square test" as well as the "Kolmogorov-Smirnov test" for evaluation.

The "Output Analyzer" is a statistical software program that is also

delivered with Arena. Using Arena's "Statistics", an output file can be created

with the data representing one of the simulation model's parameters such as the

number of boards in the sorter or the number of log-segments processed by the

EDLF. The "Output Analyzer" then uses this output file to determine the

confidence interval about the data set mean, as well as other statistical values such

as the average, the standard deviation, and the minimum and maximum values.

The "Process Analyzer" is the third software program included as part of

the Arena package. It uses the "SIMAN" code that arena generates to run the

simulation model without any animation. Changing the model's control

parameters such as the log diameter distribution can be used to develop different

scenarios. Variables of interest can also be added for further analysis. Once the

simulation runs are completed, the "Process Analyzer" allows the user to

graphically display the model's parameters with such statistical information as

confidence intervals, and minimum and maximum values.



Chapter 3 - Results and discussion

Simulation comparing the downtimes

The sawmill model can be used to investigate system changes and their

effects on many sawmill parameters such as total board production, average

number in a queue and the number of boards processed at different process

centers. One such factor is downtime. Many downtime distributions were

required to model the real sawmill's machine centers. Those downtimes certainly

affect the sawmill's production, but quantifying their effects is difficult. The

simulation model can easily be configured to include all downtimes or to exclude

them. Therefore, a number of scenarios were created to show the influence of

downtimes on sawmill parameters such as total board production. The base

scenario represents the current sawmill with all the downtimes included. For

another, all the downtimes were removed. For the other scenarios, the downtimes

of one machine center at a time were removed to show their influence on sawmill

parameters. The effect on total board production and number of log-segments

processed by the EDLF for the different scenarios are summarized in Table 9 and

Table 10 of the appendix. The effect of eliminating all downtime resulted in a

statically significant increase in total production of between 16% and 17%, and the

number of log-segments processed through the EDLF of between 19% and 21%.

Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the results. A change in color on the figures

represents a statistically significant difference between the scenarios. This

increase is not realistically achievable, but it does give an indication of the present

system's maximum potential production. With a 16 to 17% potential increase in

production, investigating any reduction in downtimes would appear to be worth

the effort.
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Figure 20. Sawmill production versus downtimes
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The exploration of where to reduce downtime was started by eliminating

each machine center's downtime in sequential scenarios to determine the effect

each had individually on the system. Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the results on

the sawmill production and log-segments processed at the EDLF if downtimes at

the EDLF, the headrig, the trimmer, the gang edger, the board-edger, and the

horizontal resaw are eliminated. The only statistically significant differences were

for the trimmer and EDLF downtimes. Eliminating trimmer downtime would

increase production by 3% to 6% and is the logical starting point to reduce or

eliminate downtime. Eliminating EDLF downtime would increase production by

2.0% to 4.9% and is the second most promising place to attempt improvement.

One source of ELDF downtime that would be relatively easy to reduce is the lack

of logs for processing. Interactions between the different downtimes proved to be

insignificant.
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Figure 21. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF versus downtimes
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Simulating an increase of the EDLF's speed

Simulating increases in EDLF speeds can give valuable information about how the

production and flow would be affected if the EDLF runs faster or is replaced by a

faster machine. Such modifications might be necessary to keep sawmill

production at its present level if more small-diameter material is added to the

sawmill's log supply. The EDLF's speed in the model was increased from 7 to 20

logs a minute for the current log supply as well as for two other log-yard

distributions that simulate an increase in small diameter material. The

distributions used for those simulation runs can be found in Figure 22 and Figure

23. Figure 22 displays the distributions based on piece count and Figure 23

displays the distributions based on board feet. The smallest distribution represents

the worst case scenario and includes the highest percentage of very small diameter

material. The intermediate distribution represents an increase in small diameter

material in between the actual distribution and the worse case scenario. Figure 22

and Figure 23 display only the diameter distributions of the small side of the

sawmill and are different from Table I of the appendix.
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Detailed results for increasing the EDLF's speed from 7 to 20 logs a

minute can be found in Tables 20 through 27 of the appendix. They show the

changes in total board production, number of log-segments processed at the EDLF,

number of boards produced by the gang edger, and average queue size at the gang

edger. Increasing the EDLF's speed should logically increase sawmill production.

However, any increase will be limited by the other machine centers' capacities. In

order to quantify any potential production increase, simulation runs were

conducted with a small increase of the EDLF's speed for each log distribution.

Figure 24 shows total sawmill production for the actual log distribution. The

results indicate that there is no statistically significant difference between the

scenarios. This means that increasing the EDLF's speed alone, or exchanging it

for a faster machine, will not produce a significant enough increase in production

to justify the investment. The explanation for this small increase in production

compared to the large increase in EDLF speed is the fact that the downstream

processing centers cannot process any additional material fast enough. The result

is an increase in queue size at the downstream processing centers. Once the

maximum capacity of a queue is reached, the upstream process center will stop

until the queue is reduced. Figure 25 displays the average number of cants waiting

in the gang edger queue. Increasing the EDLF's speed produces a statistically

significant increase in the average number of cants in the queue. At first, there is a

sharp increase in average queue size. This increase slows as the average queue

size approaches the gang edger's maximum queue capacity. Figure 26 confirms

that the EDLF is stopped more often when processing speeds are increased

because it shows the number of log-segment processed at the EDLF does not

increase proportionally.

Figure 27 shows the board production at the gang edger for an increase in

the EDLF's speed for the actual log diameter distribution. As we would expect,

there is a small increase in boards produced by the gang edger when we increase

the EDLF's speed, but it is limited and not statistically significant. This is also
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due to the gang edger's inability to process the extra material. However,

increasing the EDLF speed is statistically significant for speeds of 13 logs per

minute and higher for the intermediate log distribution as shown in Figure 28.

There is no significant difference between the speeds of 13, 15, 17, and 20 logs per

minute and they can, therefore, be considered as one group. Also, a statistically

significant difference can be seen on Figure 29 for the number of logs processed at

the EDLF for speeds of 11 logs per minute and higher. The difference is even

more important when comparing values for the smallest log distribution where the

statistically significant difference occurs for speeds of 11 logs per minute and

higher as shown in Figures 30 and 31. These speeds can also be considered as one

group because there are no significant differences among them. The smallest log

distribution benefits more from an EDLF speed increase because smaller logs

produce fewer pieces, and thus do not overload the capacities of downstream

machine centers as quickly as the EDLF runs faster. There is an increase in

lumber production for the log distributions with a higher percentage of small-

diameter material when the EDLF's speed is increased, but it is not very high. The

increase is limited to 1% to almost 4% of the sawmill production. The limiting

process center here is most certainly the gang edger and its inability to keep up

with the increased rate of the EDLF. The EDLF and the gang edger are linked

together, and in order to see a significant improvement in production, the gang

edger as well as the EDLF must be improved. This possibility will be discussed

later. Figure 32 displays the production results for the three log diameter

distributions. It shows that the decreased production when adding more small-

diameter timber (intermediate and smallest distributions) could not be mitigated by

increasing the speed of the EDLF alone.
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Simulating an increase of the EDLF and gang edger's speeds

We previously discussed how increasing the EDLF's speed alone only

marginally affects production. The reason appears to be the inability of the gang

edger to keep up with the increased flow of material from the EDLF. Therefore,

simulations were performed with increases in both EDLF and gang edger

processing speeds. They used EDLF speeds from 7 to 20 logs a minute for each of

the three log diameter distributions discussed earlier (Figure 22 and Figure 23), but

the EDLF's and gang edger's processing times were reduced by the same amount.

Detailed results can be found in the appendix in tables 19 through 27. Figure 33,

Figure 36, and Figure 39 show the changes in the sawmill production for the

increased EDLF and gang edger speeds for the three log-diameter distributions.

Results show that there is a statistically significant difference for the number of

boards produced between the current speed of the EDLF and gang edger and

scenarios with higher speeds. These speeds fall into two groups. One for speeds

of 8 and 9 logs per minute and another for those speeds of 10 to 20 logs per

minute. Those results show that the sawmill could increase its production by 3 to

6% for the current log diameter distribution depending on the increase in the

EDLF and gang edger speeds. It is unlikely that further increases in processing

speeds would result in greater production increases than 6% because other

machine centers will become overwhelmed with a higher material flow. This can

also be seen from the number of log segments processed at the EDLF (Figure 34),

which does not increase more than 10%. The other machine centers will stop the

gang edger or the EDLF when their queues are full and limit production. Figure

35 shows the average waiting time in the queue at the unscrambler when speeds

are increased for the EDLF and gang edger with the current log distribution.

Results show that there is a statistically significant difference when speeds for the

EDLF and gang edger are increased. This increase in waiting time indicates that

the unscrambler is a major limiting factor in the sawmill. Waiting time increased

between 40% and 50% depending on the speeds of the EDLF and gang edger.
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Once again, when the unscrambler queue is full, the gang edger will stop, and

then the gang edger's queue will fill up and stop the EDLF. These results show

that the unscrambler is a critical machine and directly influences the sawmill's

production. Figure 36 through Figure 41 show the results for the sawmill

production, number of log segments processed at the EDLF, and average queue

waiting time at the unscrambler for the intermediate and smallest log distributions.

There is a statistically significant difference for those results between the current

speeds of the EDLF and gang edger and scenarios with an increased speed. For

the intermediate distribution these speeds fall into three groups. One group for

speeds of 8 logs per minute, one for 9 to 11 logs per minute, and another for those

speeds of 12 to 20 logs per minute. For the smallest distribution these speeds fall

into two groups. One group for speeds of 8 to 14 logs per minute and another for

speeds of 15 to 20 logs per minute. Results show that sawmill production will

benefit more from increasing the speeds of the EDLF and gang edger as more

small diameter material is used because it produces less material per log segment.

Results show that production could increase between 11% and 13% for the

intermediate distribution and between 15% and 17% for the smallest distribution

versus 4% to 6% for the current distribution. Therefore, increasing EDLF and

gang edger speeds may not be the best investment with the current log diameter

distribution, but with the smaller material found in the intermediate or smallest log

distributions; the investment could prove to be very beneficial. With less material

being produced from each log segment with the intermediate and smallest log

distributions, the EDLF would not be as limited as with the current log distribution

and could process a significantly greater number of log segments. The number of

log segments processed could increase between 17% and 20% for the intermediate

log distribution and between 23% and 26% for the smallest log distribution versus

6% to 10% for the current log distribution.

Figure 42 displays the production results for the three distributions. At 7 logs per

minute (current speed), there is a major production difference between the three
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log diameter distributions. But for the highest speed increase, results show that

increasing the EDLF and gang-edger's speeds can lessen the loss in production

due to the higher percentage of small diameter material.

Sawmill production versus EDLF and gang speed
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Figure 33. Sawmill production for a simulated increase of the EDLF and
gang speed (current log distribution)
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Figure 35. Average queue waiting time at the unscrambler versus EDLF and
gang speed (current log distribution)
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Figure 36. Sawmill production for a simulated increase of the EDLF and
gang speed (intermediate log distribution)
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Figure 37. Logs processed at the EDLF versus EDLF and gang speed
(intermediate log distribution)
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Figure 38. Average queue waiting time at the unscrambler versus EDLF and
gang speed (Intermediate log distribution)
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Figure 39. Sawmill production for a simulated increase of the EDLF and
gang speed (smallest log distribution)
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Figure 40. Logs processed at the EDLF versus EDLF and gang speed
(smallest log distribution)
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Figure 41. Average queue waiting time at the unscrambler versus EDLF and
gang speed (Smallest log distribution)
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Simulating an increase of small diameter timber

A sawmill's log supply will typically change over time with the present

trend being toward a higher percentage of small diameter timber. These changes

in log diameter distribution will influence sawmill production. With smaller

diameter logs, the production will decrease even though small diameter logs can be

processed faster than big logs. Therefore, it might be necessary to accommodate

more small-diameter logs by modifying the sawmill. This makes it critical to

understand how increases in small diameter timber will affect sawmill production

before making any modifications. Simulation runs were conducted to quantify the

effect of more small-diameter timber. Three diameter distributions were presented

earlier and are displayed in Figure 232 and Figure 243. Figure 43 and Figure 44

show the results for the sawmill production and number of log segments processed

through the EDLF for the three distributions. There is a statistically significant

difference between the current distribution and the other two log distributions.

The results indicate that the production will decrease by 8% to 12% for the

intermediate log distribution and by 12% to 16% for the smallest distribution

which represent the worst case scenario. Using the intermediate diameter

distribution will increase the number of logs processed at the EDLF by 3% to 7%

and the smallest distribution will increase them by 4% to 8%. As mentioned

earlier, the increase in logs processed at the EDLF cannot fully compensate for the

decrease in production.



Figure 43. Sawmill production versus log diameter distribution
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Figure 44. Logs processed at the EDLF versus log diameter distributions
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The sawmill's log supply will not abruptly change from the current log distribution

to a radically different log distribution such as the intermediate or smallest log

distribution. This is why simulation runs were conducted to show the influence of

a gradual increase in small diameter material in the sawmill's log supply. Three

sets of distributions were simulated and the last distribution of each set was

different to give a wider range of possibilities. The difference between the sets

being an increasingly higher percentage of 5" diameter logs in the ending log

distribution. Those simulation runs could be used to plan future sawmill

improvements depending on the changes in sawmill's log supply. Figure 45,

Figure 46, and Figure 47 show the three log distribution sets. Detailed simulation

results can be found in the appendix in Tables 34 through 39. Figure 48, Figure

49, and Figure 50 show production results for the three log diameter distribution

sets. Results show a statistically significant difference between the current log

diameter distribution and scenarios with an increased percentage of small diameter

material. Results show that a loss of production between 12% and 15% will occur

in the worse case scenario. Modifications to the sawmill will be required to avoid

a significant drop in production. The timing of the changes will depend on how

fast the log supply changes in the future. If the sawmill personnel closely monitor

these changes, they can decide the most beneficial time for the sawmill to be

improved. The results from those simulations show the trend as a higher

percentage of small diameter material enters the sawmill log supply. This gives

sawmill personnel time to plan for sawmill improvements before the log supply

changes.
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Simulating a change in the breakpoint diameter

The breakpoint diameter is the diameter that separates the log supply into

two different decks: the larger diameter deck feeds the large-side headrig and the

smaller diameter deck feeds the EDLF. The current breakpoint diameter is set at

17 inches. Simulation runs were conducted in order to determine how shifting the

breakpoint would affect sawmill production. Breakpoints of 17, 16, 15, 14, 13,

and 12 inches were simulated. The simulation runs were conducted using the three

log diameter distributions discussed previously (current, intermediate, and

smallest). Figure 51, Figure 52, and Figure 53 show the results for the three log

distributions. Results show that for the current log distribution, shifting the

breakpoint down to 16 or 15 inches will not make a statistically significant

difference on the sawmill production. A significant decrease in production occurs

at a breakpoint of 14 inches. It appears that shifting the breakpoint will not benefit

the sawmill. Shifting the breakpoint from 17" to 16" will not produce any

significant difference, but it could be considered in the future if the sawmill log

supply contains more small diameter material. Figure 52, and Figure 53 show the

results for the intermediate and smallest log distributions and once again shifting

the breakpoint will produce a significant decrease in production if it is shifted

below 16" inches. This is mainly due to the fact that when considering the

distributions with a higher percentage of small diameter timber, the percentage of

big logs (16 and 17 inches in diameter) is not hugely different from the already

fairly small number in the current distribution. This means replacing the larger

logs with smaller ones will not make a big difference because the additional boards

produced by the bigger logs is actually a very small number.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions

This study demonstrates the potential of using computer simulation in the

sawmilling industry to evaluate the potential of possible sawmill modifications.

Building the computer model of the WSFPI sawmill highlighted areas that could

be improved such as the EDLF. Once validated, the computer model was used to

investigate scenarios of interest, and in particular, the consequences of adding

more small-diameter logs to the mill's raw material mix on sawmill parameters

such as total board production.

The influence of downtimes was investigated and the results showed that

removing all the sawmill downtimes would increase production by 16% to 17%.

Results also showed that the trimmer's downtimes had the most influence on the

sawmill's production and that by removing its downtimes, or the EDLF's

downtime, would lead to a significant increase in production.

Improvements on the EDLF were also investigated and a speed increase

was simulated with three different log distributions meant to represent possible

future log supplies for the sawmill. Results showed no significant difference when

the EDLF's speed was increased for the current log distribution. Improving or

changing the EDLF with the current distribution is, therefore, not worth the

expense because the other machine centers downstream will not be able to keep up

with an increase in material flow. There was a significant difference for the

intermediate and smallest log distribution for EDLF's speeds of 13 and 11 logs per

minute and higher, respectively.

Therefore, it would be worth improving the EDLF with log supplies having

a higher concentration of small diameter material because a significant decrease in

production will occur as the log distribution changes to smaller diameter material.

Production could drop by 8% to 12% for the intermediate log distribution and by

12% to 16% for the smallest distribution. In this case, an improvement in the

EDLF's performance would be necessary in order to compensate for the decrease
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in production. Small diameter material also produces less material allowing

machine centers downstream of the EDLF to keep up with the increased rate of

EDLF production.

Future investigations to improve the sawmill could include modeling the

sawmill's downstream operations (dry kilns, planner, and packaging operations),

or coupling the Arena model with log breakdown software such as BOF to provide

better log sawing solutions and lumber value. Any number of small changes to the

different sawmill machine centers could also be modeled to determine their effects

on production and material flow.
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Table 1. Percentages of diameters in the log yard from 12/31/03 to 6/30/04

Table 2. EDLF feeds and speeds
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diameter percentage diameter percentage
5 0.02 19 1.50
6 29.40 20 0.58
7 10.19 21 0.45
8 9.03 22 0.08
9 8.11 23 0.02
10 7.74 24 0.03
11 7.73 25 0.04
12 5.50 26 0.01
13 4.92 27 0.01
14 4.03 28 0.01
15 3.44 29 0.01
16 2.60 30 0.01
17 2.24 31 0.01
18 2.29 32 0.00

EDLF
Band mill - 6FT - Mc Donough

Arbor RPM 535
Rim speed 10,084.536 SFPM

Speed 1 Speed 2 Speed 3 Speed 4
Speed 200 FPM 250 FPM 300 FPM 400 FPM
Depthofcut 16"andover i0"tol6" 6"tolO" 6"
Tooth bite 0.040 0.050 0.60 Chip only
Tooth pitch 2.0426 2.0426 2.0426 solution
Gullet Feed Index 0.643 7 0.645 5 0.4828 No saws



Table 3. Horizontal resaw feeds and speeds

Table 4. Gang edger feeds and speeds
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Horizontal resaw
Band mill - 6FT - Mc Donough

Rim speed 10,046.836 SFPM
Saw length 40' xli" wide

Speed 1 Speed 2 Speed 3 Speed 4
Speed 200 FPM 250 FPM 325 FPM 500 FPM
Depth of cut 16" andover 10'' to 16'' 6" to 10"
Tooth bite 0.04479 0.05598 0.0727
Tooth pitch 2.250 2.250 2.250 No saw in cut
Gullet Feed
Index 0.5573 0.5660 0.4528

12" Schurman Gang Edger
Horse power Top Arbor 400
Horse power Bottom Arbor 700 (two 3 SOs)
Top Arbor RPM 2153
Bottom Arbor RPM 2156
Saw diameter 20 1/8"
Number of teeth 34
Gullet Area 0.5825892
Hook 300

Speed 1 Speed 2 Speed 3
Top Arbor Feed Speed 125 FPM 175 FPM
Depth of cut 6" 2"
Tooth bite 0.02049 12 0.0286877
Tooth pitch 2.250 2.250
Required Gullet Area 0.303 7368 0. 14343 85
Bottom Arbor Feed Speed 125 FPM 175 FPM 220 FPM
Depth of cut 6" 6" 6"
Tooth bite 0.0204627 0.0286478 0.0360144
Required Gullet Area 0.3069405 0.429717 0.5402 16
Horse power required at 12" depth of cut : 31.25 horse power per saw at 125 FPM

12 sawsburied requires 375 horse power
Limiting factor: 400 horse power top arbor

Wood density factor: 40



Table 5. Board-edger feeds and speeds

RPM
Rim Speed

Speed

Tooth pitch

Depth of cut
Tooth bite
Gullet Feed Index

Table 6. Headrig feeds and speeds

Rim Speed
Arbor Speed
Winter Frost Sheave Surface
Feet per mm
Feed Speed variable
depending on depth of cut

RPM

Table 7. Twin resaw feeds and speeds

Big Mill Head Saw
Band mill 6FT Mc Donough

10,122 SFPM
537 RPM

8,954

50 FPM to 400 FPM

Head rig slabber
715

Big Mill Twin Resaw
Band mill 6FT Kockums Air Strain

472
8,897 SFPM

Speed 1
190 FPM

2.1116 averageS tooth
Variable pitch variable depth

14" maximum
0.0450
0.5979

Speed 2
210 FPM

2.1116

4"to 10"
0.0498
0.4720
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USNR Board Edger
Arbor RPM 2800 RPM
Horse power 150
Saw diameter 22"
Plate 0.120
Kerf 0 .170
Teeth 56
Feed speed 750 FPM
Tooth bite 0.0573



Table 8. Combination edger feeds and speeds
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Mc Gehee Combination Edger Big Mill
Arbor Speed 2099 RPM
Rim Speed 8,897 SFPM

Gang side Board Side
speed 144 FPM 436.5 FPM
saws 23 1/8 x 32 teeth x 0.100 plate 23 1/8 x 56 teeth x 0.100 plate
Gullet depth 5/8" 3/8"
Depth of cut Maximum 8" 2"
Tooth bite 0.0251 0.0353



Table 9. Board production at the sorter as a function of downtime
scenarios

Table 10. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of
downtime scenarios
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Downtimes 95% CI
.

mm value
95% CI

max value
Max

difference
Mm

difference
All 2119 2164 0.0% 0.0%
None 2672 2677 21% 19%
A11butEDLF 2249 2291 7.5% 3.8%
All but headrig 2110 2156 1.7% 0.0%
Allbuttrimmer 2242 2281 7.1% 3.5%
All but gang edger 2181 2225 4.8 % 0.8 %
Ailbutboardedger 2152 2197 3.5% 0.0%
Alibuthorizontal 2128 2173 2.5% 0.0%
All but out of logs 2152 2194 3.4% 0.0%
Allbutlogscrossed 2156 2199 3.6% 0.0%
Allbutfixingslabs 2149 2196 3.5% 0.0%
A11butEDLF failure 2128 2175 2.6% 0.0%

Downtimes 95% CI
nun value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
All 18456 18744 0% 0%
None 22300 22340 17% 16%
A11butEDLF 19130 19410 4.9% 2.0%
Ailbutheadrig 18650 18930 2.5% 2.0%
Allbuttrimmer 19290 19530 5.6% 2.8%
Allbutgangedger 18820 19090 3.3% 0.4%
Alibutboardedger 18680 18960 2.6% 0.0%
Allbuthorizontal 18530 18820 1.9% 0.0%
Alibutoutoflogs 18670 18940 2.5% 0.0%
Alibutlogs crossed 18700 18980 2.8% 0.0%
Alibut fixing slabs 18720 19010 2.9% 0.0%
A11butEDLF failure 18520 18820 1.9% 0.0%



Table 11. Board production at the sorter as a function of the EDLF's speed
(current log-yard distribution)

Table 12. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
EDLF's speed (current log-yard distribution)
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EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 2119 2164 0.0% 0.0%

7.5 2154 2199 3.6 % 0.0 %
8 2147 2193 3.4% 0.0%

8.5 2149 2195 3.5 % 0.0 %
9 2171 2217 4.4% 0.3%

10 2160 2208 4.0 % 0.0 %
11 2177 2222 4.6% 0.6%
12 2179 2221 4.6% 0.7%
13 2145 2194 3.4 % 0.0 %
15 2158 2207 4.0% 0.0%
17 2174 2220 4.5% 0.5%
20 2172 2218 4.5 % 0.4%

EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 18500 18790 0.0 % 0.0 %

7.5 18650 18940 2.3% 0.0%
8 18620 18910 2.2% 0.0%

8.5 18630 18910 2.2% 00%
9 18750 19030 2.8% 0.0%
10 18660 18960 2.4% 0.0%
11 18780 19060 2.9% 0.0%
12 18790 19060 2.9% 0.0%
13 18570 18880 2.0% 0.0%
15 18600 18900 2.1% 0.0%
17 18740 19020 2.7% 0.0%
20 18710 19000 2.6% 0.0%



Table 13. Number of boards produced by the gang as a function of the
EDLF's speed (current log-yard distribution)

Table 14. Gang queue size as a function of the EDLF!s speed (current log-
yard distribution)
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EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% Cl
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 40 42 0% 0%

7.5 47 48 17% 10%
8 50 52 23% 17%

8.5 54 55 28% 22%
9 56 57 30% 25%
10 58 59 33% 28%
11 59 60 33% 29%
12 60 61 34% 30%
13 60 62 35% 31%
15 61 63 36% 31%
17 62 63 37% 32%
20 63 64 38% 33%

EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% Cl
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 9366 9569 0.0 % 0.0 %

7.5 9507 9707 3.5 % 0.0 %
8 9476 9680 3.2% 0.0%

8.5 9479 9682 3.3 % 0.0 %
9 9584 9786 4.3% 0.2%

10 9530 9740 3.8 % 0.0 %
11 9605 9805 4.5% 0.4%
12 9624 9811 4.5% 0.6%
13 9452 9672 3.2 % 0.0 %
15 9528 9743 3.9 % 0.0 %
17 9577 9781 4.2 % 0.1 %
20 9567 9773 4.2 % 0.0 %



Table 15. Board production at the sorter as a function of the EDLF's speed
(smallest log-yard distribution)

Table 16. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
EDLF's speed (smallest log-yard distribution)
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EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Miii
difference

7 2247 2295 0 0

7.5 2269 2316 3.0 0.0
8 2287 2341 4.0 0.0

8.5 2309 2354 4.5 0.6
9 2294 2345 4.2 0.0

10 2294 2345 4.2 0.0
11 2312 2361 4.8 0.7
12 2323 2373 5.3 1.2
13 2312 2363 4.9 0.7
15 2317 2365 5.0 0.9
17 2332 2380 5.6 1.6
20 2322 2374 5.3 1.2

EDLF Speed
(Logs I mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 16240 16490 0 0

7.5 16340 16590 2.1 0.0
8 16410 16680 2.6 0.0

8.5 16540 16770 3.2 0.3
9 16460 16720 2.9 0.0

10 16460 16720 2.9 0.0
11 16540 16800 3.3 0.3
12 16620 16870 3.7 0.8
13 16530 16790 3.3 0.2
15 16550 16800 3.3 0.4
17 16600 16850 3.6 0.7
20 16590 16860 3.7 0.6



Table 17. Board production at the sorter as a function of the EDLF's speed
(intermediate log-yard distribution)

Table 18. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
EDLF's speed (intermediate log-yard distribution)
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EDLF Speed
(Logs I win)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 2230 2276 0 0

7.5 2258 2306 3.3 0.0
8 2275 2324 4.0 0.0

8.5 2280 2330 4.3 0.2
9 2272 2324 4.0 0.0
10 2272 2324 4.0 0.0
11 2283 2331 4.3 0.3
12 2285 2331 4.3 0.4
13 2309 2357 5.4 1.4
15 2314 2363 5.6 1.6
17 2313 2359 5.5 1.6
20 2315 2365 5.7 1.7

EDLF Speed
(Logs I mm)

95% CI
win value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 16810 17060 0 0

7.5 16930 17180 2.2 0.0
8 17050 17310 2.9 0.0

8.5 17060 17330 3.0 0.0
9 16980 17260 2.6 0.0
10 16980 17260 2.6 0.0
11 17010 17270 2.7 0.0
12 17050 17300 2.8 0.0
13 17180 17440 3.6 0.7
15 17200 17460 3.7 0.8
17 17180 17430 3.6 0.7
20 17180 17460 3.7 0.7



L

Table 19. Board production at the sorter as a function of the EDLF and
Gang speed (current log-yard distribution)

Table 20. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
EDLF and gang speed (current log-yard distribution)

Table 21. Average board waiting time at the unscrambler (current log-yard
distribution)
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EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 18500 18790 0 0

8 18860 19170 3.5 0.4
9 19060 19380 4.5 1.4

10 19250 19520 5.2 2.4
12 19420 19690 6.0 3.2
15 19520 19780 6.5 3.7
17 19450 19720 6.2 3.4
20 19490 19770 6.4 3.6

EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% Cl
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 2119 2164 0 0

8 2202 2251 5.9 1 .7

9 2239 2290 7.5 3.3
10 2269 2311 8.3 4.6
12 2300 2341 9.5 5.9
15 2329 2368 10.5 7.1

17 2312 2353 9.9 6.4
20 2321 2365 10.4 6.8

EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% Cl
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 3.14 3.42 0 0

8 4.07 4.35 27.72 15.94
9 4.90 5.18 39.27 30.20
10 5.00 5.27 40.34 31.64
12 5.48 5.73 45.14 37.63
15 5.69 5.93 47.00 39.92
17 5.85 6.10 48.46 41.55
20 5.95 6.20 49.28 42.54



Table 22. Board production at the sorter as a function of the EDLF and
Gang speed (intermediate log-yard distribution)

Table 23. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
EDLF and gang speed (intermediate log-yard distribution)

Table 24. Average board waiting time at the unscrambler (intermediate log-
yard distribution)
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EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
niin value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 2231 2277 0 0

8 2446 2499 10.7 6.9
9 2605 2660 16.1 12.6
10 2634 2688 17.0 13.6
12 2709 2758 19.1 15.9
15 2740 2790 20.0 16.9
17 2758 2809 20.6 17.4
20 2750 2799 20.3 17.2

EDLF Speed
(Logs I mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 16800 17040 0 0
8 17840 18120 7.3 4.5
9 18480 18770 10.5 7.8

10 18650 18920 11.2 8.6
12 18950 19210 12.5 10.1

15 19090 19350 13.2 10.7
17 19110 19380 13.3 10.8
20 19140 19390 13.4 11.0

EDLF Speed
(Logs I mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 2.45 2.69 0 0

8 2.69 2.96 17.20 0.00
9 3.35 3.64 32.60 19.61

10 3.68 3.97 38.24 26.90
12 4.61 4.88 49.84 41.59
15 5.12 5.38 54.47 47.48
17 5.23 5.50 55.46 48.58
20 5.47 5.74 57.33 50.78



Table 25. Board production at the sorter as a function of the EDLF and
Gang speed (smallest log-yard distribution)
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Table 26. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
EDLF and gang speed (smallest log-yard distribution)

Table 27. Average board waiting time at the unscrambler (smallest log-yard
distribution)

EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% Cl
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 16240 16490 0 0

8 17370 17640 7.9 5.1

9 18260 18550 12.5 9.7
10 18700 18990 14.5 11.8
12 19040 19330 16.0 13.4
15 19220 19480 16.6 14.2
17 19280 19560 17.0 14.5
20 19440 19690 17.5 15.2

EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 2247 2295 0 0

8 2488 2540 11.5 7.8
9 2697 2755 18.4 14.9
10 2791 2849 21.1 17.8
12 2886 2945 23.7 20.5
15 2931 2984 24.7 21 .7

17 2945 3002 25.1 22.1
20 2986 3037 26.0 23.1

EDLF Speed
(Logs / mm)

95% CI
mm value

95% CI
max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
7 2.21 2.43 0 0

8 2.49 2.71 18.55 2.25
9 3.15 3.41 35.27 22.86
10 3.32 3.59 38.48 26.82
12 4.60 4.88 54.79 47.23
15 5.34 5.59 60.50 54.47
17 5.43 5.69 61.22 55.23
20 5.48 5.74 61.51 55.70



Table 28. Diameter class percentages for scenarios I through 6 (set 1)

Table 29. Diameter class percentages for scenarios 7 through 12 (set 1)
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Diameter SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
5 0.02 1 2 3 4 5
6 30.97 32 33 34 35 36
7 10.73 12 13 14 15 16
8 9.51 10 11 12 13 14
9 8.54 9 10 11 11 10
10 8.15 9 10 10 10 9
II 8.14 9 8 7 6 5
12 5.8 5 4 3 2 1.5
13 5.19 4 3 2 1.5 1

14 4.24 4 3 2 1 1

15 3.62 2 1 1 0.5 0.5
16 2.74 2 1 0.5 0.5 0.5
17 2.36 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5

Diameter S7 S8 S9 Sb Sib S12
5 6 6 6 6 6 6
6 37 38 39 40 41 42
7 17 18 19 20 21 22
8 14 14 14 14 14 14
9 9 9 8 8 7 6
10 8 7 6 5 4 4
11 4 3 3 3 3 2
12 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1 1

13 1 1 1 1 1 1

14 1 1 1 1 1 1

15 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
16 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25
17 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25



Table 30. Diameter class percentages for scenarios 1 through 6 (set 2)

Table 31. Diameter class percentages for scenarios 7 through 12 (set 2)
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Diameter SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
5 0.0 1 2 3 4 5
6 31.1 32 33 34 35 36
7 10.8 11 11 12 12 13
8 9.6 10 10 10 10 10
9 8.4 8 8 8 7 7

10 8.1 8 8 7 7 7

II 8.1 8 8 7 7 7
12 5.8 5 5 4 4 3
13 5.2 5 4 4 4 3
14 4.2 4 4 4 3 3
15 3.6 3 3 3 3 2
16 2.7 3 2 2 2 2

17 2.4 2 2 2 2 2

Diameter S7 S8 S9 SlO SI1 S12
5 6 7 8 9 10 12.3
6 37 38 39 40 41 42.7
7 14 14 14 15 15 15.6
8 11 11 11 11 11 11.2
9 7 6 6 5.5 5.4 3.9
10 6 6 6 5.4 5 3.8
11 6 6 5 5 4 2.3
12 3 3.0 2.6 2.4 2 1.6
13 3 2 2 1.6 1.5 1.5
14 2 2 2 1.4 1.4 1.4
15 2 2 2 1.3 1.3 1.3
16 1.8 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
17 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2



Table 32. Diameter class percentages for scenarios 1 through 6 (set 3)

Table 33. Diameter class percentages for scenarios 7 through 12 (set 3)
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Diameter SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
5 0.02 2 4 6 8 10
6 30.97 32 33 34 35 36
7 10.73 11 11 11 11 11

8 9.51 10 10 10 10 10
9 8.54 8 8 7 7 6
10 8.15 8 8 7 7 6
II 8.14 8 8 7 6 6
12 5.8 5 5 5 4 4
13 5.19 4 3 3 3 3
14 4.24 4 3 3 2 2
15 3.62 3.5 3 3 3 3
16 2.74 2.5 2 2 2 1.9
17 2.36 2 2 2 2 1.1

Diameter S7 S8 S9 SlO Sli S12
5 12 14 16 18 20 23.2
6 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4
7 12 12 12 12 12.7 12.7
8 10 10 10 10.6 10.6 10.6
9 6 6 6 5.1 4.7 3.7
10 6 5 5 4.8 4 3.5
11 5 5 4.5 4.4 3 2.1
12 3 3 2 2 2 1.5
13 3 2 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.4
14 2 2 2 1.6 1.5 1.3
15 2 2 2 1.5 1.5 1.3
16 1.5 15 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

17 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1



Table 34. Board production at the sorter as a function of the percentage of
log diameter (simulation set 1)
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Table 35. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
percentage of log diameter (simulation set 1)

95% Cl 95% Cl Max MmScenario Mm value Max value difference difference
1 2119 2164 0 0

2 2162 2208 4.0 0.0
3 2156 2202 3.8 0.0
4 2170 2217 4.4 0.3
5 2184 2229 4.9 0.9
6 2192 2242 5.5 1.3
7 2190 2237 5.3 1.2
8 2195 2240 5.4 1.4
9 2216 2264 6.4 2.3

10 2194 2241 5.4 1.4
11 2210 2257 6.1 2.1

12 2194 2243 5.5 1.4

Scenario 95% Cl
Mm value

95% Cl
Max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
1 18500 18790 0 0
2 18340 18620 -2.5 0.0
3 17880 18160 -5.1 -1.9
4 17690 17970 -6.2 -2.9
5 17520 17780 -7.2 -4.0
6 17370 17660 -8.2 -4.8
7 17190 17470 -9.3 -5.9
8 17110 17360 -9.8 -6.6
9 17150 17410 -9.6 -6.3

10 16900 17150 -11.2 -7.9
11 16920 17180 -11.1 -7.7
12 16770 17040 -12.0 -8.6



Table 36. Board production at the sorter as a function of the percentage of
log diameter (simulation set 2)
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Table 37. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
percentage of log diameter (simulation set 2)

95% Cl 95% Cl Max MmScenario
Mm value Max value difference difference

1 2110 2155 0 0
2 2138 2185 3.4 0.0
3 2133 2183 3.3 0.0
4 2160 2207 4.4 0.2
5 2160 2205 4.3 0.2
6 2179 2226 5.2 1.1

7 2196 2243 5.9 1.9
8 2160 2210 4.5 0.2
9 2192 2240 5.8 1.7
10 2213 2259 6.6 2.6
11 2210 2255 6.4 2.5
12 2214 2261 6.7 2.7

Scenario 95% Cl
Mm value

95% Cl
Max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
1 18380 18670 0 0
2 18370 18670 -1.6 0.0
3 18160 18460 -2.8 0.0
4 18160 18440 -2.8 0.0
5 17980 18250 -3.8 -0.7
6 17860 18140 -4.5 -1.3
7 17660 17930 -5.7 -2.5
8 17290 17580 -8.0 -4.6
9 17300 17570 -7.9 -4.6

10 17200 17470 -8.5 -5.2
11 17040 17290 -9.6 -6.3
12 16740 16980 -11.5 -8.2
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Table 38. Board production at the sorter as a function of the percentage of
log diameter (simulation set 3)

Table 39. Number of log-segments processed at the EDLF as a function of the
percentage of log diameter (simulation set 3)

Scenario 95% CI
Mm value

95% CI
Max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
1 2110 2155 0 0
2 2150 2195 3.9 0.0
3 2154 2198 4.0 0.0
4 2151 2197 4.0 0.0
5 2190 2237 5.7 1.6
6 2201 2249 6.2 2.1
7 2197 2246 6.1 1.9
8 2221 2270 7.0 3.0
9 2219 2267 6.9 2.9
10 2223 2273 7.2 3.1
11 2235 2282 7.5 3.6
12 2239 2287 7.7 3.8

Scenario 95% Cl
Mm value

95% Cl
Max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
1 18380 18670 0 0

2 18340 18620 -1.8 0.0
3 18080 18350 -3.3 -0.2
4 17860 18140 -4.5 -1.3
5 17800 18070 -4.9 -1.7
6 17570 17850 -6.3 -3.0
7 17210 17480 -8.5 -5.1
8 17140 17410 -8.9 -5.6
9 16890 17150 -10.5 -7.2

10 16680 16940 -11.9 -8.5
11 16520 16770 -13.0 -9.6
12 16210 16470 -15.2 -11.6



Table 40. Board production at the sorter as a function of the breakpoint
diameter (current log distribution)

Table 41. Board production at the sorter as a function of the breakpoint
diameter (intermediate log distribution)

Table 42. Board production at the sorter as a function of the breakpoint
diameter (smallest log distribution)
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Breakpoint 95% Cl
Mm value

95% Cl
Max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
17 18650 18930 0 0
16 18440 18760 -2.7 0.0
15 18370 18650 -3.0 0.0
14 18000 18280 -5.2 -2.0
13 17960 18240 -5.4 -2.2
12 17660 17930 -7.2 -4.0

Breakpoint 95% CI
Mm value

95% Cl
Max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
17 16240 16490 0 0
16 16130 16370 -2.2 0.0
15 16000 16240 -3.1 0.0
14 15850 16100 -4.0 -0.9
13 15820 16050 -4.2 -1.2
12 15720 15950 -4.9 -1.8

Breakpoint 95% Cl
Mm value

95% Cl
Max value

Max
difference

Mm

difference
17 16800 17040 0 0
16 16640 16880 -2.4 0.0
15 16510 16770 -3.2 -0.2
14 16420 16680 -3.8 -0.7
13 16360 16590 -4.2 -1.3
12 16310 16560 -4.5 -1.4




